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ABSTRACT

An experimentaì investigation of the infìuence of variation of

combined compressive axial and bending loads in chords on the statical

behaviour of cropped-web joìnts is descrjbäd, The ioints had square hollow

sections as chord members and round hollow sections with cropped ends as

web menbers. Chord compressive axial forces and bending noments were used

to sinrulate the overall truss action. Tests of eight isolated joints with

a Pratt-truss configuration are reported. Equations obtained by the use

of the least square method to relate the strengths and stiffnesses of the

joints to the additional loading in chords are presented. The ioints

failed due to excessive deformation of the chord face at the joint,

accompanied by an in-pìane buckìing of the compression web member. The

strengths of the joints decreased with an increase in chord preioad, The

yield strengths of the preloaded ioints were approximately two to twenty-

six percent lower than those of similar non-preloaded ioints, while the

ultimate strengths were about one to fifteen percent less. The compression

stiffnesses of the joints were rarely affected by the chord preload, while

the tension stiffnesses decreased with an increase in chord preload. The

effect of preload was much nore signÍficant for ioints invoiving thin

chords than for those with thick chords.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

l.l Introducti on

In recent years, hoìlow structural ,.ition, (H.S,S.) have becorne

increasingìy popularin truss and space franp construction. This is

because H.S,S. have many advantages over conventional rolled sections,

H.S.S, have excellent buckìing and torsional resistance compared to any

conventional sections of the same cross-sectional area. Their smaì1 drag

coefficients offer lower resistance to fìuid flow and thereby reduce wind

or wave loadings.

H.S.S. have other advantages. Their closed, smooth cross-sections

minimize the costs of paintìng and maintenance, as well as fire and corrosion

protection. Structures fabricated from H.S.S. offer an exceptionalìy neat

and pleasing appearance, free of the usual mass of protruding rivets, gussets

or bolts (see Fig. l.l and Fig. i.2). This aesthetic appeaì makes H.S.S.

ideal for use where the exposing of structural rnembers is essential.

However, a major disadvantage to the use of H,S.S, in trusses is the

relativeìy high cost and difficulty of fabrìcation of the joints. The ends

of the web nembers require careful and accurate profiìing in order to match

the chord face (see Fig. I.3 and Fig. 1.4) . This is especialìy difficutt

when circular webs connect directly to a circular chord. Moreover, the

welding of the menbers is fairly difficult in the acute angles between web

and chord members. In general, the number of man hours required for the

fabrication of such tubular nerbers is 50 percent greater than that required

for conventional rolled sections (Tada l96l).



Ftg. 1.2 A TUBULAÌ SPACE ¡ÎAME



Fig, 1.3 A Profiled X-type Joint

Fig. 1.1+ A ProfiLed NK-type Joínt



Several methods such as using automatic profiling machìnes, gusset

plates, rectangular tubes, and connectors have been appì ied to solve the

fabri cati on di ffi cul ti es.

Automatic profiling can efficientiy profi1e the ends of tubes' but

such end preparation is not economjcal for rnembers smaìler than 4 inches in

diameter and the machine cannot be used for a chord dianeter snaller than

6 inches (Anonymous I961 ).

As iliustrated in Fìgure l'5, gusset plates in the plane of a truss

have been used to eliminate profi ling. However, they tend to cause high

stress concentrations in the tube wali near the ends of the gusset p'ìate

(Bouwkamp 1964), and extra welding for connecting the gusset plate to the

chord member is req ui red.

Profìììng can be avcided by using rectanguìar H.S.S. as chord mer¡bers.

Their flat faces permit round or rectangular tubes to be weided directìy to

them (see Fig, .l.6). 
However, this is possìbìe oniy if the webs do not

overl ap.

Connectors can also be used to eliminate profiìing (see Fig. I.B).

The spherical or the short-tube connector selected are of sufficient diarneter

to accommodate the branches without difficult profiling. However, when

connectors are used, the structure may lose part of its aesthetic appeal.

Horeover, the weight and cost of the structure may thereby be increased'

A recent proposal to overcofiE the difficulty in fabricating tubular

truss jojnts is end-cropping' Cropping is accompìished by means of a cropping

tool which has two V-shaped steel blades that simultaneously flatten and cut

a circular tube, The process is fast and sìmple. No special trainìng of



Fie. l.l Joints vith Gusset Plate



Fie. 1,6 A S açTl N-type Joint

Fig. 1.7 A Cropped N-t¡.pe Joint



b. Cast Steel Spherical Connector

c. ShorÈ Tube Stiffened !'ith a Diaphrarn plate

I'ig. t. B Various TWes of Connectors

/



fabricators is necessary. Moreover, the welding of the joint is greatly

simplified, since onìy simple fiìlet welding aìong straight iines is

required. Thus, a relatively economical tubular joint can be obtained

(see Fis. 1.7).

However, the behaviour of cropped-web joints has not been thoroughìy

investigated, Additional investigation of their behaviour is essential

before they can be used safely in important structures.

This study deals with the statical behaviour of tubular truss joints

between round end-cropped web members and square chords.

1.2 Performance of H.S.S. Truss Joints

1,2.1 Performance cri teri a

In general, the performance of H.S.S, joints can be charactenized by

joint efficiency, joint load factor and joint stiffness.

Jamm (1951), Bouwkamp (1968) and Hlavacek (1973) have defined the joint

efficiency as the ratio of the failure load for the joint to the ultimate

strength of the tension web ¡ember. Cran et al. (1971) and Thiensiripipat

gL al. (1979) have defjned it in terms of the yield load of the tension web

rember, rather than its ultimate strength.

Eastwood et al . (1970) have defined the joint load factor as the ratio

of the failure load for the joint to ìts desìgn load, Since either the

tension web or the compression v,eb may govern the design, the joint strength

can be represented in terms of a tension load factor or a compression ioad

factor.

Joint stiffness is represented as the initial sìope of the load-

deformation curve.



I .2.2 Parametêrs äffecti ng joi nt performance

As illustrated in Fig. L9, a sinple tubular truss joint usually

consists of a number of t,rteb nìembers welded directly to a larger-dìaneter

chord member. There is either an overlap of.the web merbers or a gap

between them. The paraneters which affect the load-deformation behaviour

of the joint i nclude:

(f) tolbo - ratio of chord wall thickness to its width or outside

di aneter ¡

(2) ¿/bo - ratio of web diameter or width to chord width or diaræter;

(3) e - eccentricity; i.e., the distance from the intersection of

the webs to the chord axis¡

(4) 0u or
0 - overtap or gapj

s

(5) 0., and

o' - angìes of intersection;
"2

(6) tld - ratio of web thickness to its diameter or widthi and,

(7) P^ and
,ru - preload in chord menber,
.',o

The parameter to/bo gives a measure of the radial stiffness of the

chord wal'l . The bending strength and punching shear strength of the chord

tube are greatly dependent on this factor,

The parameter d/bo is a neasure of how concentrated the web loading

is. The load distribution on the loaded chord face and the web ræmber

forces transmitted to the side walls of the chord are influenced by the

relative magnitude of the chord and web diameters. Moreover, the greater



Conpression web

Chord
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Tension lJeb
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Fig, 1.9 Parameters Affecting Joint Behaviour

ou = q/a2

ou = e/a2
(g f,s shoïn r.n r'19.-1.-LU,l

a=(dr+a")/z

o



l1

this factor, the greater the restraining effects due to the welding of the

joi nt.

The eccentricity e may be negative, zero or positive, as shown in

Fig. .l.ì0. It is negative if the web nember. axes intersect before neeting

the chord axis, and positive if they int€rsect beyond the chord axis. When

the web and chord axes are concuffent, the ioint has zero eccentricity. If
there is an eccentricity, a bending moment of the magnitude (Pt - P,)e is

introduced in the ioint, where P., and P, are the axial loads in the chord

on either side of the joint.
The overlap is defined as Qn= O/d, Sìmilar'ly, the gap is defined as

o^ = S/ci. if there is an overlap, ov, there is a direct load transfer between
g

the web members, In general , there is an overìap of the web members

for joints with negative eccentricity' and a gap for joints wìth positive

eccen tri c i ty,

The paraneters el and 02 affect the performance of a joint,since the

values of the normal and longitudinal components of the web force applied

to the chord wail change with a variation in 0l and e2.

The parameter t/d is a measure of the bending stiffnesses of the web

nembers, The larger this factor, the stiffer the webs and the larger the

end rcstraint on the chord. Moreover, this parameter affects the resistance

to both local and overall buckì ing of the web member'

Finally, the axial stress in the chord due to the axial force Po and

bending moment Mo resulting from overall truss action are additive to those

due to the forces in the web members. They therefore influence ioint

pe rformance .
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Conpression l.¡eb

Chord

a, Positive Eccentri city

b. Zero Eccentri ci ty

c, Negative Eccentri c ity

Fig. 1,10 Joint Eccehtricity
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1.2.3 Modes and critêriä óf failure

Tests on tubular truss joints by many investigators have shown that

there are several different modes of faìlure. They include the folìowìng:

(f) Excessive local deformation of the loaded chord face
(Jamm t95 l; Anderson 196l; Washio et al. 196l; Naka et ai. 196 l;
Kaneya 

.l965; 
Bouwkamp 1968; Eastwood et al . Dec. .l969; 

Dasgupta

1970; Hlavacek 1973; 0kumura et ql , 1973¡ Morrjs et al. 1974i

Ghosh i978).

(?) In-plane bucklìng of compression web rBnber
(Anderson 196ì¡ Eastwood et al. Nov. .l967; 

Dasgupta 
.l970; 

Hiavacek
.l973; Morrjs et al. .l974).

(3) Tearing of tension r,rleb merber

(t^lashio et al . l96l¡ Bouwkamp 1968; Dasgupta l970; Hlavacek 1973;

Morris et al. 1974¡ Ghosh 
.l978).

(4) Fracture in welds
(Jamm 1951; Anderson 1961; Eastwood et al , Nov. 1967; l,lashio et al ,

Jun 1968¡ Dasgupta 1970; Hlavacek 
.l973).

(5) In-plane buckl ing of chord member

(Anderson l96l¡ Naka et a]. 196ìj Eastwood et al . Nov. i967).

(6) Local buckling of compression web member

(l^lashio et al. l96l; Eastwood et al . 1969¡ Hlavacek 1973).

(7) 0ut-of-pìane buckting of compression web nember

(Anderson l96l; Ghosh 1978).

(B) Tearing of chord wal l

(Bouwkamp l968¡ Dasgupta ì970).

(9) Out-of-plane buckì ing of chord
(Anderson ì96.l).

(.l0) Local bendÌng of tension web

(Anderson l96l ).
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A tubular joint can exhibit any of these modes of failure or a

combination of them, depending upon the geometric parameters of the joint,

the arrangernent of its nembers and the loading.

For every type of failure listed above, there can be a failure criterion.

However, the most commonly observed mode of failure has been excessive local

deformation of the chord face, usually accompanied by a rotation of the web

ren'bers, which induces either a buckl ing of the compression web rpnber, a

tearing of the tension web rember or a conbination of these. Consequen y,

chord face deformation has been used by many investigators as the primary

fai I ure cri te ri on.

Eastwood et al . (ì967) used a loaded chord face deformation of 0.0S

inch as a failure criterion. This value was chosen quite arbitrarily,
based on the assumption that such a deformation was very clearly visible and

would possibìy be regarded as the equivalent of a failure in practice.

Anderson ( 196ì ), tlashio et a l . ( 196j ), Bouwkamp (1968), and Akiyama

et al. (1974) used buckling, tension fail ure and we'ld fracture as ultinate

fai I ure cri teri a.
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1.3 Previous Research on H,S, Truss Joints

A comprehensìve review of experinental and analyticai research on

the behaviour of tubular truss joints is contained in Appendix A. The

research that relates to the topic of this study is briefìy reviewed in

thi s secti on,

.l.3.1 
Behaviour of conventional and cropped-web tubular truss joints

Most testing of tubular truss joints has been done on isolated ioint
specimens (Jamn t95l; Anderson i96l; l,Jashio 196.l, 1963, 1968; Eastwood

et al. 1967, t970; Bouwkamp 1964, l968¡ Hlavacek 1973; Thiensiripipat

et al. 1979), The typical specimen consisted of a joint plus portions of

the webs and chord extending half-way to adJ'acent joints (see Fig, l.ll).
This was based on an assumptìon that secondary monnnts in trusses produce a

poìnt of inflection at mid-ìength of all nembers.

Most of the investigations have shohrn that the strength of either a

profiled- or cropped-web tubular joìnt is increased by an ìncrease in

toldo, the ratio of the thickness to diarneter of the chord member, d/do, the

ratio of the web djarneter to chord diameter, q/dz, the ratio of web member

overlap to diameter, or e(-), the negative eccentricity.

.lanm ('1951) and Anderson (196.l) found that flattened-web joints and

cropped-web joints with circular chords had strengths simiìar to those of

conventional profi led joints. l,lashio et al . ( 1961) and Hlavacek (1973),

however, found that flattened-web joints had lower strengths than did

profiled joints.

Thiensiripipat et aì. (1979) tested 34 N-type joints with square

chords and round end-cropped webs. They found that the strengths of
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cropped-web joints were comparable to those of conventional gap joints.

'L3.2 Effect of chord prelöad

In practice, as a truss is ioaded, ìarge axiaì forces and secondary

noments due to truss deflections occur in ttre chord members. In order to

simulate this condjtion in isolated joint specinens, some researchers

(Eastwood et al . l96l¡ Bouwkamp l968; Washio et al . .1968; 
Mee ì969) have

employed a chord preìoad Po. This is ii lustrated in Fig. 1.ì2.

Eastwood et al. (]96ì), Bouwkamp (1968) and Mee (1969) found that

the compressive loads on the chord had little effect on the strength of

a profi led joint. l.lashio et al. ('l968) found that conpressìve loads

in the chord decreased the joint strength considerably, whiìe tensile

loads scarceìy i nfi uenced it.
There is no general agreement among the researchers on the effect

of chord preload. Moreover, there is littìe or no information about the

effect of chord preload on the behaviour of cropped-web joints.

'I .3.3

Dasgupta (1970) tested ll full-scale tubular trusses with spans of

about 20 feet (6.ìm) to examine the behaviour of gap joints with circuìar,

profiled web menbers and a rectangular chord nember. The results, vlere

compared wi th those for isolated joints tested by Eastwood et al' (1967).

The failure loads of the joints in the truss tests were approxìrnateìy 25 to

30 percent lower than those in isolated joint tests. Dasgupta reported

that the difference t,rlas due to the irnproper representation of truss

conditions in the Sheffield work. The isolated joint tests were based

i soi ated



Po = chord preload

N = load applied to
tension r^reb
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upon the assumption that secondary moments produce points of contra-

flexure at the mid-points of all members in a truss. Therefore, the

isolated joint specimens comprìsed one joint and the portions of the

connected members extending haìf-way to the.adjacent joints. However,

this arrangenent u,as not capable of simulating the dispìacement boundary

conditions completery, as these points of contraflexure were not alloyred

to undergo relative dìsplacements. Therefore, the secondary truss mornents

were not deve I oped.

Daspugta also found from the fur'r -scaie truss tests that aìthough

points of contraflexure developed close to the mid-points of web members,

the points of contraflexure in the chords, when they ex.isted, were not

necessarily at the nid-points. Furthermore, he found that the secondary

bending noments generated in the web members of the isolated jo.ints were

negligible in comparison to those generated in a fuìl scale truss. He

concluded that these secondary truss moments caused high stress

concentrations at the truss joints which resulted in failure loads which

were lower than those observed in the isolated joint tests. He suggested

that the results of isolated joint tests should be reviewed in the light
of additional monents irnposed on the joints acting as a part of a complete

structure.

. Ghosh ('l978) tested trvo Pratt trusses with spans ot 24 feet (7.3

m) , each involving four joints with circular end-cropped web members

and square chord member. The results were compared with those for similar
isolated joint specimens, tested by Thiensir.ipipat et al .(.l9iB).

He found that the failure loads of the joints in truss tests
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were from 17 to 23 percent lower than those in the isolated ioint tests.

He considered that the reduction was due to the relative rotation between

the web nembers and the chord in the truss joint. The relatjve rotation '

and hence the reduction in strength, did not occur ìn the isolated ioint

tests. He also found that the point of infìection in the compression web

connecting the test ioints was located at the mid-length of the web

member throughout the elastic range.

Both studies suggested that truss ioints had lower strengths than

isolated specìmens, the difference being attributable to chord axial force

and bending not sinulated in isolat,ed test specimens.

1.4 Scope of Study

The research cited above on ful l-scale trusses involving tubular

joints has indicated that truss joìnts have lower strengths than do

isolated joint specìmens, The reduction in the strengths of truss ioints

has been attributed to the influence of chord axial force and moment,

which were not simuiated in isolated joint specinens.

Because of the uncertainty regarding this ìnfluence, this study

of isolated cropped-web joint specinens was undertaken in order to investigate

the influence of chord preìoad on their strenqths and load-deformation

behaviour.

'l .5 Assumptions and Ljnitátións

In this study, iongitudinal chord stress due to compressive axial

preload was made three times that due to the preload bending nonent. In

a given truss, this relationship would depend on the configurations of
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the joints, the type of truss, the method of support and the ìoading

condi ti ons for the truss.

The scope of the investìgation was ìimited to an experimental

study, with no attempt to predict joint behaviour analytìcally. Statical

loading onìy was considered. Eight test specimens were investigated,

each having a Pratt-truss configuratìon. The two members of each specinen

had the same circular cross-section, and had cropped ends v¡elded at angìes

of 45 degrees and 90 degrees respectively to the face of a square chord.

The chord thickness-to-width ratio (tolbo), and the chord preload (Po)

were variables in the tests. The preload Po was expressed as a percentage

of the yield load of the chord. The yieìd stress at 0.2% strain offset

was used.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF TEST SPECIMENS

2,1 Choice of Joi nt

In order to faci litate comparjsons' joint configurations similar

to ones prevìously tested by Thiensiripipat et al. (1979) were employed.

It was hoped also to use configurations similar to those ernployed by

Ghosh (1978) so that the results for isolated ioint tests could be compared

vJjth those for joints incorporated into trusses. HotJever, the unavailabìlity

of the necessary materiaìs precluded this.

In the tests performed by Thiensiripipat e! al . (.1979) each test

specimen consjsted of a chord and two web members, each extending from the

test joint half-way to the adjacent ioints,as shown in Fì9. 2.1' In this

study, the same configuratjon of joints was used'

Because earlier investigators had found a 50 percent web member lap

to be optimal, it was used for all ioints tested in this study.

2,? Specirnen Desi gnation

The ioints chosen were those designated 3850 and 4850 by Thiensiripipat

et al . The two joint geometries are shown in Fig. 2'2 and Fig. 2.3. The

joint configurations are described in Table 2.1.

As indicated in the table, the specimen designation employed by

Thiensirìpipat et al . was used in this study, except that one more designator

was used to represent the magnitudes of preload. The first character, 3 or

4, represented the chord th i ckness -to-wi dth ratio' tolbo' The next



Fig. 2.1 Pratt-truss and Test specimen t\)
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Fíg. 2,? Test Specimen 3850

L8 oo x 3 ¡r¡-,,....

1o2xtozx6nn

I'ig. 2,3 Test Specimen l+850



Specittpn

3850-I

3B5O- I I

3B5O- I I I
3B5O- IV

4850- r

4B5O- I I
4B5O- I I I

4850- I V

b
o

mm

CHORD

TABLE 2.1: Specinen Properti es.

102.36

101.93
't01.55

100 . 7l

102.57

102.51

102.06

102.54

h
o

nTn

100. 79

t0l.l2
100.99

101.96

102. I 3

102.'16

102.24

102.72

t
o

mn

t/bo
mm

4.32
4.32

4.34

4.29

5 .99

6 .05

6.07

s -97

4.22
4.24

4.28

4.26

5 .84

5.90

5.95

5.82

dr

mm

48.39
48.46

48.36

48.34

48.39

48.44

48.41

48 .34

dz

nm

N.B. The average of tolbo is 4.25% for series 3850, and 5.88% for series 4850

The average of t/O is 6.25% for both series.

The average of d,/bo is 47 '5% for both series'

Symbols used here are defined in Fig.ì.9 (P.10).

48.44
48.36

48.5.l

48.49

48. l8
48 .31

48.49

48 -46

d

rûn

I^IEBS

48. 4l
48.41

48.44

48 .41

48.29

48. 39

48.46

48 .41

rl
nm

tz
mm

3.00
3.05

3.02

3.02

3.02

3.00

3. 00

3.02

t
rrn

3.05

3.00

3.00

3.05

3. 02

3.02

3.02

3.02

tld

3.02

3.02

3.02

3.05

3.02

3.02

3.02

3.02

d/b'o

6.24
6.24

6.24

6. 30

6.26

6.25

6.24

6 -24

0v

(Lap)

47.2

47.5

47.7

48. ì

47.1

47 -2

47.5

47.2

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

1\)(tr



Spec imen

3850- I
3B5O- I I
3B5O- I I I

3B5O- IV

4850- I
4B5O- I I
4B5O- I I I

485O- IV

TABLE 2..l : (continued) Spec inen Properties.

CHORD

oe

MPa

oul t
' MPa

347.9

347.9

347.9

347.9

354.8

35 4.8

354.8

354.8

COMPRESSION I^IEB

5 t8.8
518.8

518.8

5t8.8
525.0

525.0

525 .0

525-0

oel

MPa

N.B.

oe' oel ' oe2:

oul t' oul tl ' Õ u1t2:

374.1

374. I

368 .6

37 4.1

374-1

374-1

374.1

374.1

oultl

MPa

TENSiON h'EB

565.7

565 -7

553.3

565.7

565. 7

565.7

565.7

565.7

øe2

MPa

The nodulus of elasticity of all specimens js 207,000 MPa

Yield stresses (at O-2% offset) of chord, compression web and tension
web, respectivelY.

Ultimate stresses of chord, compression web and tension web, respectively.

368.6

368. 6

399 .6

368.6

399.6

368 .6

399. 6

399 .6

o ult?
MPa

Specified Weld Si ze

mm

553.3

553.3

567.7

553. 3

567.7

553. 3

567.7

567 .7

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8
4.8

4.8

4.8

^)C'r
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character, B represented a particular ratio of web diameter to chord

width. The next two characters, 50, indicated the overlap percentage of

the web rBmbers. The final designator I, II, lll or IV represented one

of the four values of preload, Po used.

2.3 Materi a ls

The rectanguìar hollow sections 102 x 102 x 5 rffn and 102 x ì02 x 6 nm

were used for the chord members, while the circular hollow sections 4B0D x

3 nrn were used for the web members. A'l I of these sections were hot-forrned,

and conforrned to C.S.A, Specifications G40,21 Grade 50l,1l Class H.

Tension tests conducted according to ASTM 4370 at the University of

Manitoba indicated that the yield stresses, oe , at 0.2% offset, for the

rectanguiar hollow sections were approximately 345 t4Pa ' while those for

the circular holiow sections ranged from 369 to 400 MPa, as indicated in

Table 2.,i. The neasured ultimate stresses, or., ,,and moduli of elasticity,

E,are also given. Configurations of the tension test specimens and load-

deformation curves of the tension tests are given in Appendix C.

2.4 Fabricati on

The web tubes were cropped in a special iy designed cropping machine

in the University of Manitoba Structures Laboratory. As shown in Fig. 2.4,

the cropping nachine consisted of tvro V-shaped steel aì1oy biades. A

2,670-kN capacity Universal Testing Machine trras used in the cropping

operati on,

During the cropping operation, the web tube was placed between the

bìades, and the t,velded seam of the H.S.S. was deliberately ìocated close



Fl-g, 2. )+ CroppÍng Machine

Fí9, 2.J Cropping of Tension Web
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to either one of the blades. This was done so as to avoid the formation of

longitudinal cracks along the welded seam due to the shearing and bend.ing

mechanism associated with the cropping operation. Accordìng to Jamm et al.
(1952), it is advantageous to have only one, of the webs being cut to fit
the connection. Therefore, the procedure empìoyed by Thiensiripipat et al.
(1979), that of using a double cut on the tension web only for proper

fi tùi ng,was foliowed (see Fig. 2.5).

The cropped tubes and a chord tube were then assemblecl for tack

weìding in a jìg as shown in Fig. 2.6. The final welding was done by a

certified welder using E70lB electrode and the welding sequence iìlustrated
in Fig. 2,7, The sequence of welding was chosen such that the highly

stressed region at the lap would not be under tension stress due to welding.
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îíg. 2.6a Weldins Jig

¡is. 2.6b Welding Jig
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CHAPTER 3

TEST PROCEDURE

3. I Test Eq ui prnen t

3.1.1 Loading frame

The ìoading frane, as il lustrated in Fig. 3.1, consisted of two

l^12I x 68 beams supporting two reaction assemblies which were inclined at

45 degrees to the horizontal . Each reaction assembly was approximately

305 mm high and 560 mm long. Pin supports about 200 mm ìong and 25 mm

high with a semi-cylindrical bearing surface, located at the niddle of

the inclined surface of each reaction assembly,were used to support the

compression web and the chord of a speciren during each test. The

compression web and the chord were pin-supported to simulate points of

inflection, assumed to occur at the mid- lengths of the nembers.

Both of the reaction assemblies could be adjusted horizontalìy, and

the adjustment of the pin supports parallel to the inclined surface was

also possible. A buiìt-up jacking beam was bolted to the l-beams and

horizontal adjustment of it was possible.

3.1.2 Prestressinq system

As jl lustrated in Fig. 3,2, the chord preìoad was applied by means

of four Enerpac manuaily operated hol iow-core hydrauìic jacks and trans-

mìtted to the chord by four 29-mmdiameter high-strength prestressing bars.

The yield and ultimate strengths of the bars were checked by a

tension test, and the prestressing bars. were calibrated, Details of the

calibration are given in Appendix D.
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PrestressÍng -
Bar

Fig, 3.a Prestressing Syste¡r
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The system was so arranged that an eccentric axial compressive

force could be created during testing.

The axial force in each prestressing bar was measured by neans

of four strain gauges spaced equally around.the circumference of the bar

and connected in a half-bridge configuration to nullify temperature and

bending effects.

at Instrurnentati on

3,?,1 Deformation meäSurenents

The deformation along the longitudìnal centerline of the loaded

chord face was n¡easured usìng Iinear voltage dispìacement transducer

assemblies at seven locations, as iìlustrated in Fig. 3.3. The choice of

location was based upon previous test resu'lts (Thiensirìpjpat et al. 'l979),

which showed that the maximum chord deformation occuned at the extrene

edges of the webs,

The transducers had a stroke of + 6.35 mm with an accuracy of

0.025 mm and a sensitivìty of 0.16 volts per mm. They were mounted on the

face opposite to the loaded face, as shown in Fì9. 3.5, The ferrjte core

of the transducers were connected to probes which passed through the chord

and maintained contact with the interior of the connected chord face'

The in-plane buckl ing of the compression web nember was measured

using three transducers. The locations and numbering of the transducers

are shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3,3 Transduce¡ LocatÍons on Chord Wa-tl

Fig. 3.l+ Tra¡sduce¡ Locations on Conpression Web
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Fi g. 3.5 Transducer Assembly



3. 2.2 Strai n me¡isurements

Aìi joints were instrurented wjth electric resistance strain
gauges in order to determine the strain distribution, and also
to check for yielding. The strain gauges were located on the tube walls

in presumabìy hìghly stressed zones, as shown in Fi9. 3.6 to Fig. 3.8.

The ìocations selected were the crotches, the points of intersection of
the axes of the web members with the chord face, and the mid-points of the

members in the test specimens, Advantage of joint synmetry about the

plane of specimen was utilized in order to minjmize the use of strain
qauges, Six soecimens (38b0-I to 3850-I I I , 4850-I to
4850-III) had l6 gauges, and specimen 3850-IV had 2g gauges. Only

specimen 4850-lV had a total of 4l gauges.

The strain gauges used were Mi c ro-Meas uremen t precision strain
gauges of type EA-06-2508G-120, with a gauge length of 6.35 mm. The gauge

resistance in ohms was ì20.0 + 0.15%, the gauge factor at 24 degrees

celsius was 2.03 + 0.5% and the strain limit was 5%. The gauges were

ceÍìented to the specimens using M-Bond 200.

3.2.3 Data acquisition

A Hewlett-Packard Data Acquisition System (Model 9BZ5A) was used to

measure and record all load, strain and displacement data and to print and

plot the results. The system is illustrated ìn Fig. 3,9.

3.3 Testing Prócedures

The specimen with the preloading assernbly in place, p¿5

positioned in the loading frarne, as i lIustrated in Fi9. 3.9(b). The
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Fig, 3.9a Schenatic Diagram of Data Acquisition System
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tension web member was attached to an 890-kN hydraulic jack by means of a

connecting plate welded to its end. The Hewlett-Packard Data Acquisition

System was then connected to the strain gauges and transducers. The

gauges and transducers were then checked and adjusted or replaced if
necessary. Initial gauge readings were recorded.

The specimen was painted with a brittle coating, which supplernented

the use of strain gauges to detect the points of maxjmum stress.

Preload t,tas then gradually appl ied to the specimen up to the value

specified in Table 3. ì. It was then kept constant throughout al l Ioading

stages. Load uras applied to the tension web by an 890-kN jack and measured

by means of a load cell. Initial loading increments of 4.5 kN were reduced

to 2.25 kN as yieìding r^ras approached.

After each load increment, the forces in the prestressing bars were

checked and adjusted to the values specified before the readings were

taken. A'l I specirnens were tested to faijure and the failure mode was

observed and recorded.



Spec i rEn

PRELOAD AXIAL FORCIS IN PRESTRE.SSING BARS

n P
o

KN

M
o

Nm

Fr

KN

Fz

KN

F"
J

KN

E
'4
KN

3850- I

3B5O- I I

3B5O- I I I

3850-tV

4850- r

4B5O- I I

4B5O- I I I

485O- IV

0

20

50

80

0

50

BO

90

0

85.26

2l3.60

338. 33

0

297.62

477.00

531 .37

0

843

2lt0

3366

0

2788

4460

50t B

0

20.92

52.07

82.77

0

72.09

I 15. 70

129 .05

0

20.92

52.07

82.77

U

72.09

I 15. 70

129.05

0

2l .81

54.7 4

86.78

0

76.54

122.82

136.62

0

21 .81

54.7t

86. 7t

0

76.54

122.82

136.62

TABLE 3.1: Magnitudes of Preload in Chord.

N.B, n is the pe"centage of preload, equal to oO/o", og is the stress

in chord due to preload and o" the yield stress (at 0.2% strain

offset) of the chord.
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CHAPTTR 4

TEST RESULTS AND DiSCUSS]ON

The results presented and discussed in this chapter are divided into
two parts under eight separate items. The first part consists of the

results of test series 3850-I to 3850-IV, The second involves those of
test series 4850-I to 4850-IV.

4.1 Test Series 3850-I to 3850-IV

4.1.'l Local chord face deformàtion

As i llustrated for specinren 3850-I in Fig. 4.1, the local chord de_

formation under the web-members was non-uniform. The deformations fell
from the rnximum value at the web extremities to approximately zero at the

overlap of the webs. The chord face and the web ends appeared to rotate
as a unit about a pivotal point adjacent to the toe of the tension web.

The chord-wall rotation was initiated by a force coupìe resuìting
from axial forces in the web members, as illustrated ìn Fig. 4,2, The

rotation then induced bending in the compression web, which gave rise to
further bending in the chord r¿rall, The bending of the web and the de_

formation of the chord continued to help each other untiì the joint
faììed by excessive chord walr deformation, accompanied by the buckìing

of the compr€ssion web or the fracture of welds at the toe of tension

web.

Fig' 4.i illustrates that the defrections under the compression web

were greater than those under the corresponding tension web. This
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occurred despite the fact that the bending stress in the chord was highest

adjacent to the tension web, as the 'longitudinal contact Iength between it
and the chord was smaller than that for the compression web. The maximum

deflection under the compression web was about twice that under the tension

web. This indicates that much of the normal component of the tension web

'load ¡ras transferred through the overlap to the compress.ion web, before it
could reach the chord face. As a result, the force per unìt length aìong

the chord was smaller under the tension web than under the compressìon web.

As ìoading was increased, apparent yielding of the chord face took place

under the compression web while the chord face under the tension web was

still in the elastic range.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the chord face deformation patterns for

specimens 3850-lI, 3850-III and 3850-IV were similar to those for specimen

3850-L The maximum deflections under the compression webs were approx-

imately the same for all specimens, 0n the other hand, the maxinum deflections

under the tension webs were almost identical for alI specimens except

specimen 3850-IV. The latter had a maxirnum deflection about twice as large

as those of other specimens. The pivotaì points of chord-wall rotation for

specimens 3850-I, 3850-II and 3850-III remained at about the same position.

That of specimen 3850-IV started right below the overlap, remained

stationary for ìoading up to 89 kN in tension web, and then shifted towards

the extremity of the compression web base, for ìoading up to 'i26,8 kN. In
the local chord deformation profiles for cropped joints .in tubular trusses

tested by Ghosh (ì978), the privotal points in truss joints were always
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'located croser to the extremity of the compression web than were those for
simirar isorated joints. This indicated that the use of a preìoad of
about 80 percent of the yieìd road of chord in isorated joint tests best
s ìmul ated actual truss conditions.

The defiection under the tension web of specirnen 3850-IV was cornparabìe
to that under the compression web, despite a lower load per unit .length

under the tension web, as prev.iously explained. The reason t,las that the
cumurative effect of the preìoad in the chord and the tension web road trans-
ferred to the chord resuìted in a compressive yierd of the chord wari
ìmmediately adjacent to the tension web, at a very earry stage of roading.
This can be seen in Fig. 4.4, which shows the I oad_deformat i on behaviour
(gauge 15) of the chord face near the extremity of the tension web. The

strains for specimens 3BS0-I, 3850-II and 3850_III remained linear up to
a higher ioad and then increased non_ìinearly, but gradual.lJ, with an
increase in road up to the urtimate road. 0n the other hand, the strains
for specimen 3850-IV became non_linear at an early stage of loading,
indicating the effect due to the preroad h,as not significant untir it was

increased up to about g0 percent of the yieìd toad of the chord.
The locar chord deformations for aìì specimens were not significant

beyond a distance of about bo (chord width) from the web extremities.

4..l.2 Buckling of compression web members

The yìerding in the chord warr at the base of the compression web

introduced a rarge eccentricity and therefore a bending moment into the
web' The combined effect of this mornent and the compressive axiai force
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in the web led in¡mediately to an instability fai lure of the compressìon

web. This is il lustrated in Fig.4.5, which shows the defrection profiie
of the compression web of specimen 3Bb0-L l,lhen the ioad was small, the

deflection in the web was small. As the ultimate ioad of the joint was

attained' the vrreb experienced ìarge defìection and then buckled in the

plane of the specimen. After this, the bending of the web increased with
decreas i ng I oad.

The compression webs of specinens 3850-I to 3Bs0-IV buckred at r48.2

kN, i44.2 kN, 140.2 kN and 126.8 kN,respectively. This indicated that
as chord preload was increased, the compression webs buckled at rower and

lower I oad s.

Because of the in-plane moment induced by the eccentricity at the
joint' the compression webs a l,ûvays buckled in the pìane of the specimen.

Moreover, the support conditions permitted rotation only in the plane of
the spec imen .

4,.l,3 Strains of chord face

Fig. 4.6 il lustrates strains in the transverse direction of the

chord face for specimen 3Bs0-L The transverse strains were relativeìy
large near the extremities and small at the flanks near the intersection
of the loaded chord face and the web axes. This was consistent with the

observed changes in chord deflections,

The transverse strains on the chord faces of ail specimens are

il lustrated in Fig. 4,7 for comparison. It can be seen that the strains
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were alnost identicar for arr specirnens except specimen 3850-IV. The strains
of the latter became non-rinear at an early stage of roading.The effect of
preload in increasinq the rate of change of local chord strains l.Jith .i 

oad

was signìficant as the preload was increased up to g0 percent.

Fi9' 4.8 iiiustrates the strains in the rongitudinar direction
of specinens 3850-I to 3850-IV. The longitudinal strains were

relativeìy large near the extremities of the compression webs, and

small near the extremities of the tension webs. The deformation patterns

were fairly similar. However, for specimen 3850_IV onìy
the longitudinal strains near the tension web extremity became non-iinear
at an ear'ly stage of roading, and increased rapidry with ritüe increase

in load. This indicated that the effect of preload was more serious at
the extremity of the tension web than at the extremity of the compression

web,

4.ì.4 Strains in compression web members

The ìongitudinar strains of the compression web of specimen 3850-rv
at loads of 44.5 kN and g9.4 kN (the working load in tension web) are

shown in Fìg. 4.9. Even at a low load of 44.5 kN, the strains were non-

unifor¡n. They were iarge at the side near the rap and smal on the

opposite side. At the working ìoad of 99.4 kN, the average of the strains
at section C, about 0.7 m avJay from the loaded chord face, lvas 0,073%,

This agreed well with the calculated average strain, O,O7Z%, which was

obtained by dividing the axiar stress (89.4 x 1000 sin 4s"/427.1 tlpa).
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by the modulus of elasticity (207,000 Mpa). At section A, the stra.in

near the lap was much larger than that on the oppos.ite side. Moreover,

the strain near the lap was 0.25% at 89.4 kN, wh.ich aìready exceeded the

nominal yield strain of 0,17% for the member material.

In specirnens which had chord preloads, the ìongitudinal strains

ìn the compression webs were highly non-uniform, indicating bending and

stress concentration in the webs.

4,i,5 Strains in tension web rnembers

The plots of longitudinal tension-web strain versus ioad are

presented in Fì9. 4.10 for specimen 3850-IV, The curves were used to

plot the deformation profiles at different sections of the web, as shown

ìn Fig. 4.1.l.

In Fig. 4.10, the strains (gauges 23, 24 and 25) at a section near

the mid-length of the web were Iinear alrnost up to the ultimate ìoad,

while the strains at a section near the lap (gauges 7, g and 9) became

non-linear at relatively low loads,

In Fig. 4.1'l, the strain distributions were non-uniform, especiaì ly
at section A, When the work.ing load was reached, the maximum strain at

section A was 0,23%. This was already I.3b times the nominal yieìd

strain, while the other strains at the same section were still well

below the nominal yield strain. consequen y, tearing of the tension lveb

occurred near the l ap,
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At the working load of 89.4 kN, the average of the strains at

the mid-length of the web was 0.10.l%, in very good agreement with the

average strain of 0,099%, which was calculated from the næasured load.

4,.l.6 Failurê modes

Failure of the joint in all cases was considered to have occurred

when the ultimate load carrying capacity of the joint was reached under test.

There were four typical modes of failure: excessive iocal deformation of

the chord, buckìing of the compression web, fracture of the weld at the

toe of the tension web or tearjng of the tension web, and buckling of

the chord, A jóint usually failed in a combination of two or more of

these modes.

Joint failure by excessive local deformation of the chord js

illustrated in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. It occurred ìn al l specimens.

It was caused by the cumulative effect of the web rnember force coupìe

and the axial and bending loads in the chord. The jocal overstressing

in the chord vral I near the intersection i ncreased t,li th

an increase in preload. As a result, the bending or buck-

ling pattern of the loaded chord wall was changed, The higher the pre-

load, the larger was the deflection of the chord t,ualI under the tension

web. According to thin-plate theory, the deflection is inversely

proportional to the cube of the chord thickness for a given load. There-

fore, it tvould be expected that this mode of fai lure could be prevented

by using a thicker chord wall.
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Tia.4.L2 FAILUÎE MoÐE A -- LOC.AI DXFORM{|ION OF
IOAÐEÐ CHORD FACE OF SPEC]MH{ 3B5O-I

Fig. 4. j.3 FAILUTE MODE A -- LOCA.! DEFORMATTON OI'
IOAÐED CHoRÐ FACE 0¡' SPECTMÐ{ 3B'O_IV
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Failure by buckling of the compression web is il lustrated .in Fig,
4.14 and Fi9. 4.15. This type of failure occurred .in aiì specimens,

0nly overaì 1 buckiing took p1ace, and no rocar buckring occu*ed.
The compression web always buckled away frpm the tension web in the
plane of the specinæn' This was caused by a moment being induced at the
joint due to the bending of the chord face. As the preìoad was

increased, the bucki ing of the compression web occu*ed at a rower
joint load. The effect of preroad in increasing the moment induced

by chord face deformation was obvious.

Because a large load transfer took pìace at the .lap, the toe of
the tension web was usually highry stressed. Moreover, it was considered
that high welding residual stresses mÌght exist at the toe. Therefore

fracture of t,,erds or tearing of the tension web was expected at the
toe of the tension web' This is consistent with the test resurts in
which faiiure by fracture of weld or tearing of tension web aìways

occurred at the toe near the rap. Exampres of this mode of fairure are
shown in Fig. 4'16 and Fig. 4,ì7. It is notabre that this occunred

in all specimens except the one with zero chord preìoad, This indicated
that stress concentration occurred at the toe of tension web with an

addi ti on of a preload,

Failure by buckling of the chord is illustrated .in Fig. 4.18.
This occurred onìy in specimen 3850-IV, which had the .largest 

preload

in its chord. The local overstressing in the chord wall due to pre_
'load and load transfer between members reduced the overa|r buckiing
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load of the chord,

4. 'l.7 Joint strength

The yield load ìs defined as the load at which the rate of

deformation per unit load begins to increase significantly. The yield

loads for the joint specimens were found using a method developed by

the author. In the author's method, the value of the yieìd load of

a joint may be found by first plotting a ioad-deformation curve from

test data as shown in Fig. 4,19. Then two tangents A and B to the

initial and final slopes of the curve are drawn. They intersect at

point C, at which point a bisector of lÄCB is constructed. The bi-

sector from C interesects the load-defomation curve at po.int D. The

ordinate corresponding to point D is defined as the yield load or

yield strength of the joint.

This rnethod was used because there is no distjnct yield point

for the joint, as the change between the elastìc and the plastic response

is gradual. Ghosh (1978) defined the yield load as the web force normal

to the chord axis when the I oad- deforma ti on plot begins to deviate from

the initial straight line. In Ghosh,s rnethod, the devjation is expressed

in terms of an arbitrarily chosen value of chord deformation. The

nethod is thus not practical , since the initial straight-line portion

of a joint load-deformation curve is usualìy relatively srnal l. Con-

sequently the yield load so obtained mìght be welI below the eiastjc

iimit, Moreover, the values of yield loads depend markedly on judgement
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and the uniqueness of the values is questionable.

For comparison, the yield loads of joints were also found by using
Akiyana's nethod (Akiyama et a.l . .19i4) 

which can be described as

fol l ows:

a. Draw a load-deformation curve ôs illustrate¿ in Fig. 4.20;
b' draw-tangents A and B, which intersect at I as simirar to the author'snethod;
c' find the ordinate pr¡ of Þoint I and rocate point K with an ordjnate

equaì to Z/3 p.., on the curve¡yr
d. connect poìnt K to the origin w.ith a straight rine c and .ret 

rine
C intersect the tangent B at Ji then

e' find the ioad corresponding to poìnt J, It is defined as the yierd
load, p, of the joint,

The yield loads found by using the author,s rnethod are
always smal1er than those found using Ak.iyama,s method.

In this test.series, the plots of ìoad applied to the tension web

versus its movement relative to the chord axis are shown in Fig. 4,21 ,
The movement of the tension web was rneasured as the average of the readings
of the three transducers ìocated on the chord wa under the tension web.
From those piots, the yieìd strength of each joint was found using both
the author's method and Akiyama's nethod. The resurts obtained together
wìth ultimate loads, ioint efficiencies, load factors and stiffnesses
'are given Table 4. l.

In Tabìe 4.1, it can be seen that the joint yield loads decreased

as the chord preloàd increased. This suggests that an increase in preload
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Speci-
mn

Pre-
load

n

Yield Load
(The Author':

Method)
KN

3850- I

3850- I
I

3850-III 50

0

TABLE 4.1: Test Results - Test Series 3850

Yield Load
(Akiyana's

Method)
KN

3B5O-IJ

20

I I7.48

109.03

80

'104.58

Ul timate
Load

KN

'l38.84

Fai I ure Modes:

A = Excessive ìocal deformation of chord

B = Buckling of compression web

c = Fracture of weld at the toe of tension web or tearing of tension web

D = Buckì ing of chord

The joint load factor is defined as the ratio of the urtimate road to the working
load of the tension web member.

86.78

'l28.6l

Load
Factor

123.71

148. 36

I 06. 36

Joi nt
Effi -
ciency

144.14

ì

.l40

.66

.22

Compression
Sti ffness

kl
q-

t.6t

126 ,ot

99.7

I .57

96 .8

1.42

Tensi on
Sti ffness

kzq
0 .0092

94.2

0.0086

85 .2

Fai I ure
Mode

0.0092

0.0987

0.0077

0.061 7

0.0494

A,B

0. 0392

A,B, C

A,B,C

A,B,C,
D

\|



TABLE 4.1: (Continued) Test Results - Test Series 3850

Reduction Coeffi c ient
of Joint Yield Strenqtl
a (The Author' s lÈtho;d)

3B5O-I I I

385O-IV

Reduction Coefficient
of Joint Yield Strength,
a ( Aki.yama ' s Method)

Reduction Coefficient
of Joint Ultimate Strength,

ß

.\¡
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caused stress concentration and local yjeldjng ôt the joint, thus

dinrinishing the yield strength of the joint. This phenomenon was

particuìarly sìgnificant when the preload vras increased up to g0

percent. At this preload, the yìeld strength was reduced by about
25I, )n comparison with that of the joint r,jjth zero preìoad.

The ur timate loads of the joints arso nefrected this phenomenon,

al though the ultimate loads were not affected as much as the yield
loads. When the chord preìoad was 50 percent of the yieìd ìoad of
the chord, the ultimate load dropped by about 6 percent. As the
preload v¿as ìncreased to B0 precent, the ultimate ìoad was reduced

by as nruch as l5 percent. The joints jn the trusses tested by Ghosh

(1978) had configurations srì9hily different from those tested in this
study' Ghosh found that the urtimate roads for joìnts .in the trusses
were l7 to 23 percent rower than those of sinrirar isorated joint specirnens

in which no chord preìoad was used. This indicated that addition of
chord preload wourd sinrurate more closely the actuar truss conditions.

In the following, equations were obtained from the test results by
means of the reast square method. Here a yìeìd strength reduction coefficient,
o'is defined as the ratio of the yieìd strength of a joing with a chond preroad
to that of a simjlar joint with no chot"d pre,load. The reduction coefficient
corresponding to preroad can be estimated using the foì rowing empiricar
equation:

a=t_o.i8n(t+0.94n) (q1n<802) (4.1)

where n is the percentage of preìoad, equal to oo/o", oo the stress in
chord due to preload and o. the yieìd stress at 0,2% offset, of chord
material.
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The mean error of t,he equationis 0.02. The yield
strengths used in deriving this equation vrere feu¡d using the author's

method. Using Akìyama's method, the following formula was obtained:

o=l-0.22n(1 +0.32n) (Q1180%)

The n=an e*or of this equation is 0.0r7. The experimental varues of
o were plotted against n in Fig. 4.22. Also shown .in the figure are

pìots of equations (4.1) and (4,2). The curves show that o decreases

rapidiy as n i ncreases.

It is interesting to notice that the curves obtained by Akiyama,s

method and by the author's nethod are quite similar, giving s.irniiar

rates of change in yield strength with respect to chord preìoad.

An ultirnate strength reduction coeffìcient, ß,is defined as the

ratio of the ultimate strength of a joint with a chord preload to that
of a simi lar joint with no chord preload. The reduction coefficient
can be estimated using the foilowing equation:

ß=ì-0.07n(ì+2n) ( qÍtn< B0% )

(4.2)

(4.3)

The nean e*or is 0.007 for this equation. The experinìental values of
ß were plotted against n in Fig. 4,23. The figure aiso inciudes a pìot
of equation (4.3).

The strength of a tubular joint in terns of joint load factor
and joint efficiency is arso given in Tabie 4.r. The joint efficiency,

Ett' defined as the ratio of the urtimate ìoad to the yierd ioad in the
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tension web, can be estimated using the following equation:

Er, = 99.7 - 3.52 n (l + 5.13 n) ( 0< n<80%) (4 .4)

A plot of experimental values of Eff is presented in Fig. 4.24, together
with a plot of equation (4.4). It can be seen that the joint efficiency
decreased as preìoad i ncreased.

4. 1.8 Joint stiffness

Joint stiffness is a Íreasure of the abirity of a joint to resist
deformation in the linear range. The deformation of a tuburar joint is
usuaììy significant at the chord face under the web nenbers. Hence,

the joint stiffness is defined as the ratio of the force and dispiace-
ment in the rinear range,aìong the web axes. The stiffness may be repre-
sented as either a tension stiffness or a compression st.iffness" depend-
ing on which web member is considered. As iliustrated in Fig, 4.25,
the stiffness arong the compression ,ueb axis is defined as compression
stiffness, k., = N,,/ô., , where N, and ô., are respectively the force and

displacerent in the Iinear range along the compression web axis at
the loaded chord face. Likewise, the stiffness aìong the tension web

axis is defined as tension stiffness, k, = Nr/6r, where N, and ô, are
respectively the force and dispìacenent in the ìinear range along the
tension web axis at the loaded chord face.k, k^

The vatues of faf and 
ú.* 

given in Table 4.i. E is rhe
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moduìus of eìasticity and d.l and d, are the diameters of the compression

and tension webs respectively. The values of k]/Ed., and kr/Ed, vs. n are

plotted in Fig. 4.26. It can be seen that the chord preìoad had ritile
effect on the compression stiffness, which. was approxìmately constant
and equal to 0'009. The tension stiffness, on the other hand, decreased

with an increase in chord preroad. The tension stiffness decreased

rapìdly with an initial increase of 20 percent in chord pre.load, and

then more gradualìy as the preload was increased to g0 percent. The

tension stiffness can be estimated us.ing the following equation:

k,

4.2 Test Serie! 4850-I to 4BsO-IV

4.2.1 Local chord face deformation

The locar chord deformations under the web npmbers, ìike those
of test series 3850, were non-uniform, being maximum at the web

extremities and approximately zero at the overlap. This is indicated
'ín Fig. 4.27, which shows the deformation profiles of the chord of
specinen 4850- I.

The deflections under the webs at ultimate load were compared

in Fig. 4.28. It can be seen that the deformation increased with an

increase in preload, Moreover, unlike the resuits of test series 3850,

the deformations under both the compression and tension webs were

significantly affected by the chord preload. This indicated that the

(0sns80%) (4.5)
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thickness of chord had a significant effect on the stress distribution
and hence the deformation at the joìnt.

The local chord deformation was not significant beyond a distance
of about bo from the extremities of the webs,

4.2.2 Buckling of compression web némber

The deflection profiìes of the compression webs of specimens

4850-I and 4850-IV are iIr ustrated in Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30. It can

be seen that the buckiing patterns were quite different, The defrection
at the mid-length of compression web of specimen 4850-IV was approxirnatery

100 percent more than that of 4Bs0-I as the load in the tension web was

increased to 133.5 kN. Moreover, the finar defiection was 250 percent

as much as that of specinen 4BSO-I, even though the axial load in the

compression web of specimen 4850-IV was about ì5 percent smaller than that
of specimen 4850-I' This indicated that a reiativeìy rarge moment was

induced at the compression web base of specinen 4BSO_IV. This moment

caused the conpression web to bend excessivery and buckre at a rower road.

4.2.3 Strains of chord faces

Fig. 4.3r iilustrates the rongitudinar strains of the chord face

of specinren 4850-IV at the working load of 89.4 kN in the tensìon web,

The longitudinar strains were highry non-uniform near the joint. At the

extremity of the tension web the strain was about three times as rarge

as the nominal yierd strain, while at the extremity of the cornpression
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web it was about I.2 times as large.

The transverse strains measured at the chord face of the same specìmen

at the working load of 89,4 kN are il iustrated in Fig. 4.32. The strains
were highìy non-uniform. The strain at the tension web extremity was

approximately equal to the corresponding longitudinal strain, about twice
as large as the nominar yierd strain, The strain at the compression

web extrernity was approximateìy 40 percent rarger than the corresponding

l ongi tudi nal strain.

4.2.4 Strains in compression web members

The ìongitudinar strains in the compression web of speciren 4Bso-rv

at loads of 44,5 kN and 89.4 kN are shown in Fig. 4.33.

The strains were fairry uniform at section D, about 0.7 m away from

the joint. At the working load of 99.4 kN in the tension web, the

average of the strains was 0.069 percent. This agreed very welr with the
average strain, 0.07i percent, obtained by dividing the axiaì stress by

the Young's modulus of the web material. The strains at sections A and

B near the lap were highly non-uniform even at about one-fourth of the

ultimate ioad of the joint. They were relatively large on the side
near the overlap and small on the opposite side.

4.2.5 Strains in tension web members

The plots of ìongitudinal strains in the tension web are shown in

Fig. 4.34 for specinen 4Bs0-Iv, The curves were used to pìot the deformation
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profiles at different sections of the r,rleb, as iìlustrated in Fig, 4.35.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.34, that the strains at the mid_length

of the t,leb were linear up to about the ultimate load of the joint,
v,,hile those at a section near the rap became non-rinear at approximatery
one-eighth of the joint uìtimate load,

It can be seen in Fi9. 4.35, that the strain distributions were
non-uniform, especialry at the section near the ,lap. 

As the working
'Ioad was reached, the tension web began to yietd near its extremity
(gauge 9)' The average of the strains near the nid-tength of the web

''as 
0'097 percent. This agreed wet with the carcurated average strain

of 0,.l00 pe rce nt.

4,2.6 Fai i ure modes

There were five typìcal modes of failure in this series: excessive
local deformation of the chord, buckling of the compression web, fracture
of the werd at the toe of the tension web or tearing of the tension web
buckling of the chord and fracture of the compression web near the .rap,

Typicaì examples of those failure modes are given in Fi9, 4.36 to
Fig' 4'43' The first t'uo modes usuaìiy occurred in combination with other
modes.

Specirnen 4BS0-I, which had zero chord preload, failed by excessive
locar chord deformatíon and compression web buckìing. In addition to
these two modes, speciræns 4850-II and 4850-IIl experienced fracture of
weld at the toe of tension web Specirnen 4850_IV experienced excessive
chord face deformation, conpression web buckling, chord buckiing and
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fracture of the compression web near the rap. It was thus found that the

chord preload changed the failure rnodes significanily,

4.2.7 Joint strenqth

The plots of load appried to the tension web versus its movement

relative to the chord âxis are shown in Fig. 4,44. From those pìots, the
yieìd strengths of the joints were found using both Ak.iyama's and the

author's methods. The results obtained, together wìth uìtimate loads,
joint efficiencies, road factors and stiffnesses are given in Tabie 4.2.

It can be seen that preload up to g0 percent of the chord yield
load did not sign.ificanily affect the y.ieìd strengths of the joints. As

the preìoad was increased to 90 percent, there was a sudden drop in yìerd
strength. According to Akiyama's method, the yieìd strength was reduced

by l5 percent, whire according to the author's rpthod, the yierd strength
dropped by 23 percent.

Using Akiyama's npthod to determine the joint yield strengths,
the joint yietd strength reduction coefficient was expressed in terms

of chord pre load as:

o=l-0.03n
a=2.02-.l.3n

(0<n<80%)

(80/":t<90%) (4.6 )

The reduction coefficient, using the author's method for yietd strengths,
was expressed as:

o = I - 0.06 n

o=2.39-.l.8n
(0<n<80%)

(80%1n1e0%) (4.7)
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n

4850- r

Yiel d Load
(The Author's

Method)
KN

4B5O-I I

0

1B5O-II

TABLE 4.2: Test Results - Test Series 4850

50

Yield Load
(Akiyama's

Method)
KN

1B5O-IV

135.73

80

132.61

90

128-61

Uì ti mate
Load

KN

ì 53.9 7

t05.02

Fai I ure Modes:

A = Excessive local deformation of chord

B = Buckling of cornpress.ion web

C = Fracture of weld at the toe of tension web

D = Buckling of chord

E = Fracture of compression web at the toe

150.86

Load
Fac tor

179

l5l . 30

.07

Joi nt
Effi -
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176.62
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2.00
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Sti ffness

kr
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1.97

152.37
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1.98
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Tension
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k2

Ed;
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It9.0

0.0204

102.5

0.0t96

Faì I ure
Mode

0.0ì 79
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A,B
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TABLE 4.2: (Continued) Test Results _ Test Series 4850

Reduction Coeffic i ent
of _Joint Yield Strenqth.
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Reduction Coeffic ient
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The experimental vaìues of cr were plotted against n in Fì9. 4.45,

together with the curves of q calcuiated from equations (a.6) and (4.7),
The curves show that o decreased rap.idly as n increased in the range

of 80 to 90 percent.

As shown in Table 4.2, preload ot uþ to 80 percent had only a

minor effect on the ultimate loads of the joints. As the preload was

f urtheri nc rea s ed to 90 percent, the ultimate load suddenìy dropped by

about ì5 percent. The ultimate strength reduction coefficient was

expressed as:

ß = 0.99

ß = 2.ll - .l.4 
n

(0< n< 80% )

(80r"<nL90%) (4.8)

The experinental values of ß and equation (4.8) are plotted in Fig.

4'46. For comparison, those for test series 3850 are arso incruded

in the figure. It can be seen that the reduction in urtimate road

was much nnre significant for joints with thin walted chords than for
those v,,ith thick wal led chords. For series 3850, the maximum preroad

used was 80 percent and the strength reduction for 90 percent pre_
'load was not determined. Nevertheless, it is expected that at 90

percent preload' the reduction in ultimate strength for test series

3850 (tolbo = 0.043) wou'ld be still ìarger than that for test series

4850 (tolbo = 0.059), This is because for a g.iven load.ing and given

web members, the bending stress of the chord waìl is approximateìy

proportional to the inverse of the cube of the chord thickness, Hence,

higher local bending stresses occur with thinner chords.
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The joìnt effic.iency is pìotted against n in Fig. 4.47. For

comparison, the corresponding values for test series 3850 are also
included in the figure. it can be seen that for the range of preload
(0 < n < 80%), the joint efficiency of 3850 decreased graduairy with an

increase in preroad, whire that of 4Bso renained approximatery constant
and equaì to 'l19 percent, l,rlith further increase in preload up to 90

percent' the joint efficiency for test series 4850 dropped by approximateìy
15 percent. For 80% < n < 90%, the joint efficiency of the latter can be

estimated by using the following formula:

c
'ff 251 165 n (4.e)

4,2.8 Joint sti ffness

The values of conpression stiffness, k., and tension st.iffness, k,
in terms of k.,/Ed., and kr/Ed.- respectively, ane given in Table 4.2 and

plotted against n in Fig. 4.4g. For comparison, the experiræn,tal values
of k, and k, for series 3850 are also shown in the figure.

The compression stiffness, ìike that for series 3850, renained
approximately constant with increase in preioad.

The tension stiffness remained fairìy constant up to preload of
80 percent and then abr^upily dropped by about 40 percent as the preload

was increased up to g0 percent, The tension stiffness for the series
3850, on the other hand, decreased significantìy with an initiai increase
of 20 percent in preload. It then decreased gradua.l ly with further
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increase in preload. The variation of tension stiffness indicated that
the effect of preroad lras more serious at the tension ,ueb extremity.
This is because the effect due to preroad was additive to that due to
the load transfer between tension web and crìord. This is confirmed

by the ìoad-deformation behaviour of the chord wall as shown in Fig.

4.3.l, which shows that the naximum stress occuned near the extremity
of the tensi on web.

It can be seen in Fig. 4.4g, that the joints with the thicker
chord walls were stiffer than those with the thinner chord wa s, This

indicated that the forner offered more resistance to deformation as the
thicker wall reduced the bending stresses in the chord,

The compression stiffness of series 4850 is approximately equal

to 0,0183 regardless of the level of preload, while the tension stiff_
ness can be estimated by the following empirical formula:

J{ = o.ouu + o.z4a n - o.z, n2 (50%<n190%) (4.10)

The mean error of this formura is 0.007. The tension stiffness for the

range, 0 < n < 50%, can be regarded as constant and equal to 0,113.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Concl us i ons

Based on statical load tests on 8 pratt truss joints with square

H.s.S' chords and round end-cropped H.s.s, webs, the following concìusions

have been reached:

(l) The yield strength of a cropped-web joint decreases wjth an

increase in chord preload. The yieìd strength can be estimated

usi ng the following formuia:

P, = o (n) Pro

where P., is the yieìd strength of a preìoaded joint, cr(n) is theJ
yield strength reduction coefficient, n the percentage of preioad

and Pyo the yield strength of a similar joint with zero preload.

Éor joints with a chord thickness-to-width ratio of 0.043, the

reduction coefficient can be computed as:

c = l - 0. 18 n (l + 0.94 n) (01n<80%) (4.1)

where a method proposed by the author is used to determine the

joint yield strengths. If a method proposed by Akiyama is used

to determine joint yield strengths, the reduction coefficient
can be computed as:

a = I - 0.22 n (1 + 0.32 n) (01n180%) (4.2)

For joints with chord thickness-to-width ratio of 0.059, the
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reduction coefficient can be computed from the first or second

pair of equations beìor,r. The equations are based on the author's

and Akiyama's nethods respectively, for determining joint yield
stren gths.

a = I - 0,06 n

o, = 2.39 - 1.8 n

o = I - 0,03 n

e= 2.02 - I.3 n

(0<n<80%)

(80%<n<90%Xthe author,s metnod)(4. 7)

(01n<80%)

(80/,1n190%)(Akiyama's method) (4.6)

(4.3)

(2) The ultimate strength of a cropped-web jo.int decreases wjth an

increase in chord preroad. The urtimate strength can be estimated

by using the foìlowing formula:

p, = ß(n) puo

where Pu is the ultimate strength of a preloaded joint, ß(n) the

ultjmate strength reduction coefficient, and puo the uìtimate

strength of a similar joint with zero preload. For joints with
a chord thickness-to-width ratio of 0.043, the reduction

coefficient can be estimated as:

ß= I - 0.07n (t +2 n) (0<n<80%)

For joints with a chord thickness-to-width ratio of 0.059, the

reduction coefficient is approximately 0.99 for 0 <n < B0%, whi,le

for 80% < n < 90%, the reduction coefficient can be estimated as:

ß = 2.1I - 1.4 n (80%<n<90"/") (4.8)
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Chord preload has a smaller effect on the ultimate strength of
a cropped-web joint than on the yieìd strength.

The preload in the chord of a cropped_web joint has very littìe
effect on the compression stiffness of the joint, while the
tension stiffness of the joint decreases with an increase in chord
pre ioad .

An increase in the chord thickness-to-width ratio increases both
the conrpression and tension stiffnesses of a cropped_web joint.
The local chord deformations are not significant beyond a distance
of about the chord width from the extrernities of the web mernbers.

Preload changes significan y the modes of failure of cropped_web
joints.

Three main modes of failure of cropped_web joints are: excessive
iocal deformation of chord face, in_pjane buckìing of compression
web and fracture of the weld at the toe of tension t,leb or tearing
of tensi on web.

The preload, representing the overaìl truss action, causes high
stress concentration at the joint and consequentìy the joint fa.i.ls
at a lower load. Therefore, addition of a preload consisting of a

compressive axial force and a bending noment in the chord of an

isolated joint simulates more crosery the actuar truss conditions.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(e)

5.2 Des ign Recommenda tions

Based on the test results, the foìlowing
with regard to the design of H.S,S. truss joints

recommendations are made

with rectangular chords
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and round end-cropped webs:

(l) Thiensiripipat's (1979) express.ion for joìnt strength should be

reduced with respect to the ìoading in the chord of a joint.
(2) Joints for which tolbo is less than.0.043 should be carefulìy

checked for yierd and ultìrnate strengths with respect to the chord

I oads.

(3) The welding at the toe of tension web member of a joint involving

iarge chord loading should be sufficien y strong to preclude pre_

mature weld fai lure at this location.

5.3 Recon¡rnenda ti o ns for Future Research

Based on the above concrusions, it is recommended that additionar

research be undertaken to review the influence of chord loading on joint
strength so that information pertinent to design criteria may be obtained.

The addi tional phases shoul d i nclude:

(l) Range of chord preìoad between 90 percent and r00 percent of chord

yield ì oad.

(2) Larger range of the chord thickness-to-width ratio, especiarry those

smal I er than 0.043.

(3) The ratio of web diameter to chord width as variable.
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A comprehensive review of experimental and analytical research on the
behaviour of tuburar truss joints is contained in this sect.ion. For
clarity's sake, the past $rork was discussed under severar different iterns
as in the folìowing:

A.l Experimental Work on Converìtional H.S,S. Joints

A. i , I Joi nts r,li th ci rc ul ar chörds

,Jamm (ì95r) tested z0 K-type tubular joints. He found that a direct
connection of the tube wails was preferabìe to an indirect connection via
gusset prates or wedges. Moreover, ioints with an overrap had higher joint
efficiency than joints with a gap. He indicated that a direct road

transfer between web rnembe rs had a favourabre effect on joint strength,
while the transverse force defr ection due to bending of the chord wali was

di sti nctìy un favourab le.

Jamm et al. (.l9S2) concluded that ì00 percent joint efficiency couìd
be achieved if the amount of overlap between the web rcmbers measured

perpendicular to the chord face was equal to or more than 15 percent of
the chord diamter' Even though the overrap might cause a negative moment,

this was acceptabìe as ìong as the distance between the point of inter-
section of the web axes and the chord axis 

'uas 
iess than 2b percent of the

chord diameter. They considered that if drldo, the ratio of the conpression
web dianeter to the chord diameter was rarge, the compress.ion web rember

had to be flattened to 20 percent or 25 percent of the chord diamter in
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order to localize the weld and then preserve the flexibility of the chord

wall.

Anderson (1961) found that chord stresses cou.i d be reduced by

'increasing negative eccentricity and overrap'between the web members. He

also found that increasing the yierd strength of the chord steel had a

favourable influence on the erastic response of the entire joint.
washio et âr. (Apr. 1963) tested 65 K-type joints with profired webs.

They found that a change in the diameter of tension web member had almost

no effect on the joint strength. However, ioints with ìarger-dianeter
compression webs disprayed high strength. They arso found that negative

eccentricity joints had higher strengths and sma]ler ìocar bending

deformation than zero or positive eccentricity joints. Like Anderson, they
found that the joint strength was increased by over'ìapping the web nnmbers,

as this aì lowed direct load transfer between the web rnembers. The joint
strength aiso increased with an increase in the thickness of chord wall.

washio et ar, (sept, r963) found that joints with grouted chords which

failed by tearing of the tension web had higher strengths than joints with
sìmple chords which failed by large ìocal chord deformation.

Bouwkamp (1964), like Washio et a.l . (Apr. 1963) found that joints
with negative eccentricity had hìgher strength than those with pos.itive

eccentricity. He aìso considered that the strength of a tubular joint was

increased by overìapping the web nembers. He suggested that increasing

the yieìd strength of chord steei would lead to a definite increase of the

elastic ìoad range of a tubular joint.
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Kaneya (t965) found that the coì rapse of the chord member due to an

eccentricity noment may induce the coìlapse of the entire truss. He

recommended zero eccentrici ty,

Bour'^rkamp (1968) tested 2r N-type joints with profìred web members.

He found that negative eccentricity joints had strengths superior to those
of zero or positive eccentricity joints and aìso that joint strength
increased with an increase in the thickness of chord warì as this relieved
the radial bending stresses in the chord wat. Regardress of d¡ldo ratio,
a 100 percent joint efficiency under static roads courd be achieved for a

zero-eccentricity joint if the chord wali thickness, to ,uas at least 5

percent of the chord dianeter, whire for a negative-eccentricity joint 2
percent was sufficient. He arso found that additionar compress.ive force
appìied to the chord did not infruence the fairure ìoads of the joints.

l,lashio et al. (1969) tested 33 K_type profiled gap joints. They
found that joint strength increased with an increase in tolro or d/do, bu¡
decreased wi th an increase in g/do for the range of g/do < 0,2 and remained
fairly constant for the range of g/do > O.Z. They aìso found that joint
strength decreased with a decrease in 0., , the angre of intersection between
the compression web and the chord. 0n the other hand, Davie and Giddings
(.l97ì) considered that 0l , was not a significant pararneter. The joint
strengths at 0r = 3oo were found to be about 20 percent smalrer than those
at 0.' = 99'. Empirical formuìae for calculating the effects due to
di fferent paranEters were provided.

Hashiö et al. (.1968) tested 24 K_type profiled gap joints. Unlike
Bouwkamp (1968), they found that compressive roads on the chord cons.iderabiy
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decreased the strength of the joint, whire tensire loads scarceìy
infruenced the joint strength. They aìso found that the strengths of
K-joints were nearìy equal to those of r-joints, provided the former
had large gaps between webs. However, in case of d/do = 0.3 to 0.6, the
strengths of T-joints were r5 to 20 percent ìower than those of K-joints
with g/do = 0.2 to 0.6 which were in practicaì use.

Washio et al . (1968) also tested 70 X_type joints to investigate the
influence of different types of end preparation on joìnt strength. The
end preparation of the webs was carried out by an automatic aas f,rame
cutter (the curved cutting method) and by a high speed grinder cutter (the
flat cutti ng method). They found that the cuttìng rnethod had ritile
infr uence on the static strength or the row cycìe fatigue strength of the
joints.

Beale and Toprac (.l970) tested 4 T_joints, 3 y_joints and 4 K_joìnts
with profi red web members' They found that the stresses around a joint
were more or less uniform provided the ratio of web to chord radii (ß) was
large. They suggested that ß = 0.5 could be taken as an optimum ratio of
web to chord radi i.

Reber (ì973) suggested that K-joints courd be treated as two
independent y-joints. Based on test resurts of Bouwkarnp and washio et aì,,
he derived sinpie semi-empiricaì formurae to predict the urtimate strenqths
of K-joints.

Akiyama et al. (1974) tested .l50 
T_type, y_type, N_type and K_type

joints. some joint stiffening methods were also investigated. Formuìae

for ioint strength for a wide range of dolto, (15 < dolto < ]00), were
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derived' It was stressed that appropriate stiffening by increasing the
chord thickness or reinforcing the chord with a stiffening ring was

indispensible when dolto was large.

Pan et ar. (r976) derived empiricaì fo.rmurae from 214 K_joint and
132 T-' T-, and X-joint load tests which included the tests done by sammet,
Nakajima, washio, Kurobane and Kanatani. The resurts showed that the
existing formuìae of ApI Rp ZA (1975) and Det Norske Veritas (1974), with
recommended safety factors, were generally safe but might be overly con_
servative for some ranges of pararneters,

r'rardenier (rg77) presented a number of empiricaì formurae based on
experimental research on profiìed joints with a gap.

4,1.2 Joints with rectangular chords

Eastwood et al. (.I967) tested 60 N_type joints with circular web

rpnbers and square chord members. They found that a modest overrap of the
order of one-third of the web dianìeter resurted in a marked improvement ìn
joint strength and substantia'ry reduced the deformations of the joint.
The complete overìap had advantages in spreading the appr.ied road more
uniformly around the web members. In addition, as for joints with round
chord nembers, an increase in the negative eccentricity produced a marked
jncrease in jo.int strength, They aìso found that prestressing of the
chord up to the working load had littìe effect on ultimate strength,

Mee (1969) tested 6r N-type joints with square web r¡pmbers and square
chord mernbers. He found that the behaviour of the joint inproved as the
amount of over'lap increased. Joints with partial or full overìap were

more efficient than gap joints. The forner had the capability to transfer
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directìy the axial road between the web members, the ìoad transmitted
through the chord being kept to a minimum. Joints with a gap often
yielded prematureìy due to the excessive rocar deformation of the chord
wali. However, they had a large rÉserve of ltrength. The joint stiffness
also increased as the degree of over'rap increased up to 50 percent. How-
ever' the resuits showed that increasing the overìap from 50 percent to
i00 percent had ritre effect on stiffness. The joint strength increased
as the ratio of web width to chord width increased because more road was
transrnitted through the side walis of the chord. The joint strength arso
increased as the thickness of the chord increased, but onìy when the
compression web member was whoììy or partiairy connected to the chord, thus
enabring the transmission of web forces through the chord. The overal.r
behaviour of the joints was simirar to that of joints with circuiar web
nembers having the same square chord and equaì ratio of t-rleb width to chord
width. If there was no overlap, the latter had .larger 

local deflection
and strength' In arì tests, although the chord rember was severeìy loaded,
the resurts were simirar to those for simirar joints ,uith zero chord pre-
load.

Eastwood and l,lood (,1970) found that the degree of overìap affected
not only the static strength but arso the ìow-cycle fatigue strength of thejoints. The greater the degree of overìap, the smarer the deflections
in the chord face and the greater the resistance to fatigue. Where the
overìap was not less than 50 percent of the cross-section of the web members,
the load factor was generaìly of the order of 2 0r rnore. Distortion of
chord face was very modest and aimost unnoticeabre in cases where the over_
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lap was greater than 50 percent.

Davie and Giddings (ì97ì) tested 30 N-type gap joints and one warren
joint betvreen rectangurar chord members and circurar or rectanguìar web
men¡bers, Like Mee (1969), they found that the results obtained on joints
with square web nembers were similar to those obtained on joints with
circuiar web members. They aìso found that joints with square chord members
had higher strengths than joints with rectangurar chord members havìng the
same width of connected chord face.

4,2

4.2,1 Joints with circular chords

Janm (rg5r) found that frattened joints with an overrap could achieve
100 percent joint efficiency,

Anderson (196r) tested ìl profì red and ì2 cropped N-type joints. He found
that the two types of joints had identical ultimate strengths, though the
profiìed joints displayed a rnore uniform distribution of chord stress and
had much lower maximum stresses. For the latter, the maximum chord stress
occurred in the crotches and it decreased rapidry as the region adjacent
to the overlap of the web members was approached. For the former, the
maxinum stresses occurred adjacent to the flanks, though they were not
nuch .'arger 

than those in the crotches. He recommended cropping as a safe
and economical alternatjve way of joint fabrication, provided the ìoads
t,iere s ta ti c .
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l'¡ashio et ar. (196r) tested 24 K-type joints. Two series of tests
'were conducted, each involving nine profiled joìnts and three f.lattened
joints' The only difference between the two series was that the ratter
had smal ler tension web menôers, Unlike Anderson (]961), they found that
for the first series, the flattened joints had onìy about hajf the

ultimate strength of the profired joints with similar configurations, and

that for the second series, the urtimate strength of the frattened joints
was about 30% lower than that of the profiìed jo.ints. Moreover, the

flattened joints had larger local deformations of chord face than the
profi I ed joints.

Hìavacek (.l973), iike Hashio et at. (1961) found that the uìtimate
strength in terms of joint efficiency of frattened joints was about 20

percent lower than that of profiled joints, He suggested that the

flattened ends shouìd be shorter than 20 to 30 rnm. He also found that joint
strength increased with overìap and negative eccentricity, and that
compressive ìoad in the chord had only a smalI effect on the strength of a

joi nt.

4.2,2 Joints with rectangular chords

Morris et al. (.l974) tested ig N-type truss joints with flattened_
end webs and round or square chords. They found that joints with square
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chord nembers 
'uerÊ 

about one third as stiff as simirar jo.ints with round
chords' Horeover, the former had yieìd roads about 25 pencent and uìtimate'loads about l0 percent lower than the ratter. They aìso found that the
ultimate strengths of the flattened joìnts with an overlap was not
significantly rower than that of simirar profired joints. The direction of
web nenber end flattening (fìattening in the pìane of the truss, or
penpendicular to that plane) had ìitile effect on the yieìd load, the
ultimate load and the stiffness of joint. The joint eccentricity had a
very significant effect on joint stiffness but onìy a minor effect on yierd
and urtirnate load. The joint deformations contributed rit'e to the over_
all truss deflection.

Morris and Thiensirìpipat (1977) tested 34 N_type joints with square
chords and round end_cropped webs, They found that the strengths of
cropped-web joints were comparable to those for conventìonal profiìed gapjoints' Joint strength increased as overìap increased from zero to fi fty
percent' but further increase in overrap had no effect on joint strength.
Joint stiffness on the other hand increased as overrap increased but was
n't affected by the change in the ratio of web diameter to chord width.
They recommended SO percent overìap joints because zero overìap joints
c'ntributed to truss defiection about four times as much as did 50 percent
or 75 percent overìap joints. The contribution of joint deformation to
truss defrection increased substantiarìy when the ratio of chord thickness
to chord width was srnalier than 0.05.
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4.3 Existing Aniilyticaì Methöds

Because of the complexity of the three_dimensional geometrical

configuration of tuburar joints, inciuding the abrupt discontinuities
in the surface geornetry at the intersection of the webs and the chord,
the theoretical anarysis of tubular joints becomes very compìicated and

iaborious and sometimes unrewarding, However, a number of investigators
haye tackled the probìem with some success.

Timoshenko (ì940) prov.ided the basic equations that govern the
behaviour of a cylindricar sherl subject to radiar ìoading. The set of
equations consists of three simultaneous partiar differentiar equations
which are of the second, the third and the fourth order respectiveìy. The

behaviour of a cyr indricar chord when subjected to bending and shear stresses
through the web rnembers may be anarysed by soìving those equations. Bijraad
(1955) assumed the cyrindricar sheil to be simpìy supported at the ends

and reduced those equations to an eight-order ordinary differentiar equatìon
by assuming the ratios, toldo smaìler than 0..l. He soìved the equation by
expanding the ìoads and dispracements into doubre Fourier series. Fujimoto
et aì' (1963) used Bijlaad's method to anaryse a T-type tubuìar joint and

found that the stresses and dispracements predicted by this method agreed

very well with the experimental results, However, Noel et al. (.l969) found
that Bijìaad's stresses were not consistent with the actuar stresses when

d/do, 0.2.

Yuan and ring (r957), however, considered that Bijraad,s method was

tedious because the approximation by nìeans of doubre Fourier series required
a large number of terms. They suggested that without a digital computer,
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it was necessary to avoid the method of doubre Fourier series. Instead,
in order to soìve the equations more simply, they suggested that the
loads and the dispìacements be represented in the ìongitud.inar direction
by a Fourier integrar and in the circumferentiar direction by a Fourier
seri es.

Johnston ( r963) used the shear area method to predict the strength
of a T-type joint, in which an axial load in the web 

'./as 
assumed to be

carried in direct shear by the chord wat. However, this method conpretery
ìgnored bending and nembrane stresses in the chord warì, stresses which were
almost certainly the critical considerations (Toprac 1966).

Redwood (r965) used a finite difference sorution of the governing
thin plate equation to anaryse the toaded chord face of a T-type joint with
rectangular web and chord. Results obtained agreed we.l 

.l with experimental
results which were found for brass piates.

Eastwood et al. (1967) used a beam on elastic foundation analog¡r to
investigate the behaviour of an N-type joint. In this method, the modurus
of reaction of the erastic foundation was replaced by the stiffness of
the cross-section of the tube acting as a portal frame and carrying a

concentrated load in the middre of the connected side, The stiffness of
the beam was replaced by the stiffness in the longìtudinaì direction of
the tube walì. This anaìysis suffered from the disadvantage that it was

based on point loads, whereas in practice the web nember load is applied
around the periphery of the tube. They used the eiastic theory of thin
plates and a finite difference nìethod to anaryse the rocal deformation and
stresses in N-type joints with rectanguìar chords and rectanguìar or
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circurar 
'ueb 

mrbers' The loaded chord face was considered separatery from
the rest of the chord merber, and the boundary conditions were in the form
of a monent-rotation and reaction reiationship in order to simuìate approx-
imateìy the effects of the chord side-wats.' The apprication was rimited
as deflection ìoadings vrere used rather than actuar roads and there was
n0 way to ensure that the verticar compressive road wourd balance the
vertica l tensi on load.

Scordelis gl al. ('l970) used the classical thin shelì theory to
analyse a T-type joint. Unlike Bijìaad (j955) and yuan and Ting (.l957),
they used a Fourier series to represent the ioads and the d.ispìacements ìn
the longitudinar direction. specified ìoadings or dispìacements were appìied
to a cylindrical sheìl tube to simulate a typìca.l T_type joint. Results
compared well with experimentaì results from Noeì et al.,s (ì965) study,
but this was rimited to simpre geometries ìike T-joints and the stiffness
of the web menóer was not considered.

Dasgupta (1970), Kuang (.l975), Visser ('l975), Liaur (1976) and
Thiensiripipat (1979) used the finite erement method to study the behaviour
of tuburar joints. Different types of erements vrere used in the anaìyses.
Dasgupta and Thiensiripipat used a four-noded isoparanetric quadriraterar
flat pìate elernent, whiìe Kuang used both triangular and quadriìateral
flat pìate elements. Visser, on the other hand, used a curved plate elernent
with quadriraterar or trianguìar shapes, Liaw, taking account of the

variation of dispracement through the thickness of the sherì and the effects
of transverse shear distortion, used a three-dirænsionar isoparametric sherl
e I enBn t.
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Dasgupta found that the secondary truss moment increased considerably

with a decrease in the ratio of the web-to-chord dianeter as the latter
increased the axial fìexibility, He also found that the secondary monpnts

due to positive eccentricity cause unfavourable stresses at the joint, and

the secondary mornen ts due to negative eccentricity would relieve the stresses.

Kuang provided fornulae for estimating stress concentration factors (SCF)

in simp'le non-reinforced tubular joints and he criticized Visser's prediction

of scF as being overìy conservative in all cases. Liaw concluded that the

use of three dimensional shell elements in the anaìysis of welded tubular

connections could provide accurate rnodeììing of the highìy stressed zones

near the welds. However, the practìcal application of this type of elements

required a very generaì mesh generation capability, a high computationaì

efficiency and extensive input and output data handling options.

Thiensiripìpat found that the finite element method could be used to predict

the load-deformation behaviour and stress dìstribution of a cropped-web

joint up to a ìoad of about half the ultimate load of the jo.int. He

considered that the method could be extended to include ineiastic and large

dispìacement behaviour so that the joint strength could be estimated.

Mouty (.l977) used yield-line theory to predict the ultimate Ioads of
tubular joints including T-, Y-, K- and N-type joints with or without over_
'lap. Usual ly the predicted ultimate loads were smaller than or equal to

the experinrenta l va lues.

Analytical nethods have had lit e success because of the geometric

and computational compìexities involved. The finite eìement method can be

used to predict the elastic I oad-de formati o n behaviour of some types of
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joints, but the high cost in engineering t.irne required for preparation of

[Esh data and the iarge computer time spent on solving a large set of

linear equations, say, with the Gaussian elimination rnethod, still rnake

its extensive use impossible, Moreover, unìess a finite element model has

taken account of the inelastic behaviour of the material, and the overal l

and local instabilìty of the individual members at the joint, it is not

applicabìe in predicting the plastic behaviour as well as the strength of
the joint. Thus, the experinnntal approach seems most practicaì and

reliable.

4.4 Summary of Past Work

From the results of previous work on tubular truss joints, the for low-

ing can be summarized:

(l) The strength of a tubular truss joint is increased by:

a. an increase in the ratio of the thickness to dianpter of the

chord npnber, toldo,as th.is increases the stiffness of the

chord member and relieves the bending stresses in the chord;

b. an increase in the ratio of the web dianeter to chord diarneter,

d/do, as this improves the load transfer and the web member

forces are transmitted more directly to the side wails of the

c hord ;

c. an increase in the ratio of overlap to web diameter, q/d' as

this allows direct load transfer between the web members, and

so the load transmitted through the chord .is kept to a mininum¡
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d, an increase in the negative eccentricìty, e, as this reduces

the stresses in chord;

e. an increase in the angle of intersection between the compression

web nnmber and the chord rnernber, 0¡, as this decreases the

longitudinal component of appìied load, which influences the joint

s t rength ¡ and,

f, an increase in the yield strength of the chord steel as this

delays the developnent of yielding in the chord nember.

(2) Jamm and Anderson found that the flattened-end joints and cropped-end

joints with cìrcular chords had strengths similar to those of

conventional profiled joints, while l,rlashio et al. and Hlavacek found

that flattened-end joints had lower strength than profiled joints.

(3) The strengths of overlapping fìattened-end joints and cropped-end

joints with rectangular chords are close to those of conventional

profiled joi nts,

(4) Washio et al . found that conpressive loads in the chord decreased the

joint strength considerably and the tensile ìoads scarcely infìuenced

the joi nt strength, while Bo¡¡vkamp, Eastwood et al . and Hlavacek found

that the compressive loads on the chord had little effect on the joint

strength.

(5) The strength of isolated truss joints ìs higher than that of the joints

in an actual truss.

(6) Anaìysis by means of the finite element method can be used

to predìct the elastic load-deformation behaviour of some types of ioints'
but it is costly, tinE consuming and not practical .
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APPENDIX B

EXISTTNG DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The Canadian Standard (CSA Standards Sl6.ì-'l974, Sl6.l-M78, l978) and

the AISC Specification (Specification for the Design, Fabrication and

Erection of Structural Steel for Bui ldings, 1969) give little direct guidance

for the design of tubular structures. Most of the design suggestions

contajned in the AISI publication, "Tentative Criteria for Structural

Applications of Steel Tub'ing and Pipe (Aug. ì976)" and the Steel Company of

Canada's publication, "Hollow Structural Sections Design Þlanual for

Connectjons" are based on European and Canadian research which has been

sponsored by CIDECT (Cornite International pour le Developpement et I'Etude

de la Constructi on Tubuìaire).

The relevant British Standards (8.S. 1775, Addendum No. 1, and C,P.

113:201) and Japanese Specifications (AIJ "specificatìons for Tubuiar

Structures") give more specific design guidance for tubular structures.

Several of the provisions of the various specifications are compared

in Table B.l, the data for which were obtained by making reference to the

work of Bouwkamp (.l964), Kaneya (1965), Mee (1969) and Cran gL al. (1971 ).

Reference uras also nade to CSA Standard Sl6.l-1974 and Sl6.l-M78.



TABLE B.l: comparison of various Des.ign Specifications of rubular structures.

Angle of Intersecti on

Minimum
rati o,

di annter
dld'o

Ratio of thi c knes s
to di ameter

tld

U. K.

>30'

Ratio of Ì,leb to
chord thickness,
tlt'o

>0.33

GERMANY

>300

>0.40 except
secondary members

>0. 25

t > 0.1 3,Æ'

N.B. The thickness t and the diameter d are both in inches.
The spec.ified mininum yieìd strength f, is in ksi.

JAPAN

>30 0

CANADA

>0.25

f,,r/d > 
æËõ-

for round hol -
low sections
t/b zÆ
for rectangui ar
hol ìow secti ons

U. S.A.

t/ to< 1

t/d r#

(o
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APPENDIX C

MATERIAL TESTING

The properties of the steel in chord and web members of the joints
were determined from tension tests of specinens, which were cut from the
walls of sample tubes. The tension tests were carried out according to
ASTM standards 4370 (r979). The dinrensions of the test specinens are
gìven in Table C,l, and the results of the tension tests in Table C.2.

The load-deformation curves of the test specimens are illustrated in
Fig. C.l to Fig. C.5.

The offset method specified in ASTM Standards A370 (1979) was used

to deternine the yield strength,



Ihfckness (n¡¡)

l,.,i dth (mm)

TABLE C.l: Dir¡ensions of Test Specirnens

Radi us of fitlet (n¡m)

0ver-a1ì length (mm)

Length of reduced
section (nm)

sn6g i mçn

Length of gri p
section (nrn)

3.02

12.78

Soec imen

Width of grip
section (nm)

12.70

295.40

2.92

t2.88

SpecÍmen

57 .40

12 -70

I I 3.03

295.66

2-92

12.65

Spec imen

57.66

22.35

12.70

I I 3.03

295.40

4.22

't2.70

Specimen

57.66

22.3s

12.70

5.89

I I 3.03

30t .75 '

12.73

57.91

22.35

12.70

298.45

lt5.s7

57.66

24.89

t 13.79

25 l5



Speciren
No.

Proportionai
Limit ( l{Pa )

I

2

TABLE C.2: Results of Tension Tests

282.5

Yietd
Point ( Mpa )

3

261 -8

4

268.7

344.s

Yield Strength
at 0.2% offset( ¡rpu

5

344

227.4

.5

372-1

220.5

374-1

Ul timate
Strength ( Mpa )

330

368.6

.7

344. 5

399

560. 9

.6

Young's
Modui us ( tUpa )

348.0

553. 1

207,000

354.8

56 7.5

207,000

5 t8.8

207,000

525.2

207,000

207,000

N)
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REBAR LOAD CELI, #1

APPENDIX D

cALTBRATToN 0F PRESTRESSTNG B4gS

LOAD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

t0
11
T2
13
I4
l5
t6
I7
l8
L9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26

*

k I,t

-6. 5 59
-13.006
-19.876
-26 .48 9
-33.231
-3 9.8 47
-4 6.495
-53.074
-59.66I
-66.293
-7 3 .25I
-7 9,926
-86.580
-93.2I2
-99 ,7 86

-106.423
-11. 3. 0 93
-I19.715
-12 6. 36 0
-13 3. 0 24
-139.686
-14 6.316
-I52.92I
-1 59.596
-166.229
-17 2.832

STRAiN

3

0.0ó8
0.015
0.023
0.031
0.039
û.04 6
0.054
0.062
0.069
0.077
0.085
0.093
0.I01
0.t08
0.ì16
0. L24
0.131
0.t39
0,r47
0. 155
0.163
0. 170
0. l- 78
0.186
0.I94
0.20I
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RDtsAR LOAD CELL #2

LOAD

KN

-6.8 71
-13.353
-t9.898
-26.488
-3 3. 265
-39.839
-46.690
-53.365
-s9.989
-66,576
-7 3.283
-7 9.87 8
-8 6.5 08
-93 .I77
-99.87t

-106.482
-113.082
-119. 7 89
-126.403
-13 3.040
-t3 e. 6 73
-I4 6 .7 24
-153.407
-160.050
-I66 .7 28
-L7 3. 4 2r
-180.035

STP,AIN

t
2
3
4
Ê

6
7
I
9

10
11
T2
t3
L4
15
16
I7
TB
19
20
2I

23
¿.t
25
26
27

t

0.008
0. 016
0 .024
0.031
0.039
0 .047
0.055
0.062
0.070
0.078
0;086
0.093
0.I01
0.r09
0.117
0.124
0.132
0.140
0.14I
0.I55
0. r- 63
0.L72
0.r79
0 .187
0.195
0.20 3
0.21r
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REtsAR LOAD CELL #3

LOAD

KN

-6.801
-I3.347
-r9. I64
-26.480
-32 .882
-39.822
-46.430
-53.084
-59.687
-66.265
-7 3.234
-79.893
-8 6.525
-93 .203
-99,857

-106.4 57
-II3. 076
-Ir9 .7 22
-I26.4I8
-13 3.0r0
-13 9.696
-I4 6 .269
-I53.438
-t60.063
-166.7 27
-l-73.383
-180.074

STRAIN

I
2
3
4

5
6
7
I
9

10
l-l
I2
I3
L4
15
I6
I'7
18
19
20
2T
22
23
¿4
25
26
27

*

I

0.008
0.0I6
0.024
0.032
0.039
0.048
0.055
0.063
0.07I
0.079
0.087
0.0 95
0.10 3
0.I1t
0.1I9
0. L27
0.13s
0.I42
0 .150
0 .1s8
0.I66
0 .I74
0. t83
O.I9I
0.t99
0.207
0.2I5
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REBÀR LOÀD CET,L * 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
IT
I2
13
14
I5
16
I7
L8
'ì (¡

20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27

LOAD

KN

-6.846
-13.362
-19. I73
-26.423
-32.860
-39.405
-45.954
-52.504
-s9.053
-65.616
-7 2. 165
-78.678
-85.206
-91.7s3
-98.275

-r04.817
-111. 3 3 2
-II7.927
-I2 4 . s16
-t3I.023
-r37.583
-144.098
-150.639
-157.186
-I63.7 44
-t72.883
-I79.526

STRAII.¡

I

0.008
0.016
0.024
0.032
0.039
0 .047
0.055
0.063
0.0 7I
0.079
0.0 86
0.094
0.I02
0.110
0.IL8
0.t25
0.133
0.14I
0.14 9
0.157
0.165
0.173
0 .181
0. 188
0.196
0.207
0 ,2I5
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APPENDIX E

This appendix includes the neasured values of the tensire forces,
F¡(i = l, 2, 3,4) in the prestressing bars, They were ptotted
against the tension web load as shown in Fig. E.ì to Fig. E.6, The

specified values of F, are also included in the figure.
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